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Abstract 
 

Nowadays biometric identification is used in a variety of applications–administration, 

business and even home. Although there are a lot of biometric identifiers, fingerprints 

are the most widely spread due to their acceptance from the people and the cheap price 

of the hardware equipment. 

Fingerprint recognition is a complex image recognition problem and includes 

algorithms and procedures for image enhancement and binarization, extracting and 

matching features and sometimes classification. In this work the main approaches in the 

research area are discussed, demonstrated and tested in a sample application. 

The demonstration software application is developed by using Verifinger SDK and 

Microsoft Visual Studio platform. The fingerprint sensor for testing the application is 

AuthenTec AES2501. 
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1 Introduction 

Step by step Biometrics and biometric applications come into our daily life. As the first 

and most well-known biometric identifier fingerprints have become a symbol of 

identity. Although they have been used for more than one hundred years they are still 

up-to-date because of the developing and improving automated fingerprints recognition 

systems. Fingerprints have been implemented in a lot of applications. Fingerprints 

recognition is an old but not completely solved problem. Various of methods and 

techniques have been developed. New and improved methods are introduced every year 

but even the old ones are still in use, so they cannot be defined as useless only because 

they have been introduced a long time ago. Most of the methods in fact are based on the 

knowledge collected of the researchers that have been worked in the manually 

fingerprints recognition. The newest techniques use artificial neural networks paradigm 

to solve some of the tasks. 

This project gives an overview of the basic techniques used in the fingerprints 

recognition and demonstrates how fingerprints recognition works in the practice. The 

most common widely used approaches in this area are discussed and analyzed. 

Demonstration of a working fingerprint verification system is available and experiments 

are done at the end in order to confirm some of the theoretical facts with the testing 

results.  

1.1 Restrictions  

Fingerprint recognition is a complex image recognition problem. By itself it is a very 

wide area and it is impossible and not necessary to analyze everything. Fingerprint 

recognition could be divided into two sub-categories: verification and identification. 

Due to the similarities in both the categories this work is focused mainly on the 

verification problem. The demonstration sample shows real-time verification using the 

discussed procedures for fingerprint recognition. On the other side a lot of techniques 

for matching the fingerprints exist – correlation based, minutiae based and ridge-feature 

based ones. Nowadays the minutiae based algorithms are the most widely used in the 

applications. Most of the experts in the fingerprints recognition area recommend the 

usage of these methods as being most efficient, accurate and with some evidences 

image- quality independent. Minutiae-based techniques are also most trusted since they 

are used in the forensic applications for proving fingerprints identity. 

1.2 Structure of the report 

This report is organized into six chapters. In Chapter 1 the main goals of the project are 

marked. In Chapter 2 the main theoretical aspect of the work is discussed. Fingerprints 

recognition is not isolated topic and often it is used in combination with other 

biometrics. A lot of similarities and common approaches can be found in the 

fingerprints recognition and other biometric identifiers. Chapter 3 is focused on the 

fingerprints, their history, structure and techniques for taking fingerprint 

representations. Different types of sensors are introduced and compared. The main 

purpose of fingerprint recognition is increasing the security, so some security 

vulnerabilities are mentioned and some suggestions to prevent them are given. Chapter 

4 pays attention on the procedures that automated fingerprints recognition consists – 

image enhancement, filtering, binarization, minutiae extraction and matching. In 

Chapter 5 the mechanism of the sample program is explained and some practical issues 

are analyzed. Chapter 6 summarizes the work and gives some conclusions. Possible 

future work on the problem is suggested.  
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2 Biometrics 

Fingerprints recognition is part of bigger scientific area called “Biometrics”. In 

translation biometric means “measuring of life”. In the modern context it is reffered to 

analysis of  human physical and behavioral features in order to verify or identify 

person‟s uniqueness. In this chapter the basics of the biometrics and biometric 

recognition are discussed . 

Most of the biometric recognition problems are common for the fingerprints 

recognition also and the given examples are with fingerprints recognition systems. 

2.1 About Biometrics 

Nowadays a lot ot facilities require to be protected in various ways in order to be 

accessed only by persons who have rights to do that. This is done usualy by the 

traditional token (keys, magnetic cards) or knowledge (password) based methods. These 

methods have their disadvantages and some times they can not cover the security level 

requirements. Biometric recognition can provide better security, higher efficiency, and 

increased user convenience, because biometric identifiers can not be easily misplaced, 

forgotten, lost or shared. For these reasons biometric systems are being increasingly 

implemented in a large number of administration (airport security, national ID 

documents, law enforcement etc.), business (ATM, employee time tracking, payments 

etc.) and even home applications (PC security logon, biometric door locks etc.). 

A lot of biometric technologies have been developed during the last years and are 

being used in a variety of applications. Among these, fingerprints, face, iris, speech, and 

hand geometry are the ones that are most commonly used. Each biometric has its 

advantages and disadvantages and the choice of a particular biometric depends on the 

security and budget requirements of the application. Biometric identifiers can also be 

compared on the following factors: universality, distinctiveness, permanence, 

collectability, performance, acceptability and circumvention. 

2.2 Biometric Recognition 

Biometric recogniton is based on physiological and behavioral characteristics, called 

biometric identifiers for recognizing a person. Biometric systems recognize the person 

by determining the authenticity of these physiological and/or behavioral charactersitics. 

2.3 Requirements for the biometric identifiers 

Any human physiological and/or behavioral characteristic can be used as a biometric 

identifier as long as it satisfies these requirements: 

• universality   – each person should have this biometric; 

• uniqueness    – any two persons should be different in their biometric identifiers; 

• permanence  – the biometric should be invariant over a period of time; 

• collectability – the biometric can be easily taken and analysed; 

On the other side the biometric systems also have to meet some common 

requiremets: 

• performance  – the system should be stable, high speed and accurate; 

• acceptability  – the people must agree to use this biometric; 

• security – the system must be stable on hacker attacks; 

• harmless – the biometric system must not affect the person‟s health; 

2.4 Biometric identifiers 

There are a lot of biometric identifiers. The choice of particuar biometric depends on the 

requirements of the application – verification or identification, performance, accuracy, 
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speed, price and etc. Biometrics are divided into two main categories: Physiological and 

Behavioral [4] : 

 

 

 

Biometrics 

 

Physiological                                             Behavioral 

 

                                      Fingerprint                                                 Signature 

                                      Hand Scan                                                  Voice 

                                      Retina Scan                                                Speech 

                                      Iris Scan                                                     Gait 

                                      Facial Scan                                                 Keystroke 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Flowchart of biometric identifiers, [4]. 

 

 

Some of the identifiers are introduced below: 

2.4.1 Physiological 

Physiological identifiers provide more accuracy because usually they remain the same 

through the years. For example, DNA analys could be done with 60 000 year old 

samples [20]. 

 DNA (DeoxyriboNucleic Acid) – this is a one-dimensional unique code for 

every person. Currently it is used only in forensic applications. It is not used in 

biometric systems because recognition of the DNA requieres some chemistry 

methods and involving some expert skills. Also it is easy to steal a sample that 

contains DNA and using the DNA for biometric recogniton has some privacy 

issues. 

 Face – This is a very acceptable identifier,beacuse it can be collected passively 

and also facial recognition is performed by the humans in their daily 

interactions. The issues in the face recogniton are referred to the fact that face 

features are not time invariant and they change troughout the years and must be 

collected repeatedly. Sometimes facial expressions affect the process of 

recognition. Some of the systems can be easily fooled just with a picture. 

 Ear – The shape of the ear is unique for every human. The features of an ear are 

not expected to be unique to an individual. The ear recognition approaches are 

based on analyzing the distance of the unique points on the pinna from a 

predefined point on the ear. 

 Facial, hand or hand vain thermogram – the pattern of the heat radiated by the 

human body is also a biometric characteristic. This heat can be captured by 

specail infrared cameras. The infrared equipment is still too expensive and this 

type of biometric is not widely spread. 

 Hand or finger geometry – This biometrics are based on the geometrical shape 

of the palm or finger. The memory requirements for these systems are low. Hand 

and finger geometry recognition is used mainly in verification applications due 

to the limited uniqueness. 

 Iris – This is one of the most accurate biometric identifiers. It is based on the 

unique texture of the human iris. The equipment for iris recognition requires 
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high resolution cameras and high computational power. 

 Odor – It is known that each object exudes an odor that is characteristic of its 

chemical composition. The odor is captured by special chemical sensors. 

 Retinal scan – It is very accurate biometric based on the structure characteristics 

of the eye retina. It is also very secure because these structures can not be 

changed or replaced. There are some medical issues when using the system too 

often that makes this biometric not very acceptable. 

2.4.2 Behavioral 

Behavioral biometrics pay attention on how you do something, rather than just a static 

measurement of a specific body part. 

 Voice – Voice capturing is easy by using cheap equipment. Voice recognition is 

appropriate for phone authentication. Voice signal quality may depend on the 

person‟s healt condition, microphones and other factors. 

 Signature – The way someone sign his name is a behavioral charactersitic. 

Signature is widely used, but there are some security issues beacuse it is not so 

difficult to fake a signature. 

 Gait – This biometric is a behavioral type identifier. A set of cameras and 

microphones are used to capture the gait sequence. This biometric is not 

invariant because can be affected by weight change, injuries and other factors. 

 Keystroke dynamics – This is another behavioral idenitifier. It is based on the 

unique way every human types on a keyboard. This biometric is not very 

efficient because keystroke depends on person‟s current condition. 

2.4.3 Physiological vs. Behavioral 

The characteristic in common with physiological biometrics is that they are 

more-or-less static measurements of a specific part of your body. The user might 

have to swipe a finger througout a sensor, place hand on the terminal or look at the red 

dot of the scanner, but the biometric equipment does the rest. Behavioral biometrics are 

not so accurate as the physiological and sometimes they are just useless because they do 

not provide distinktvie features. Beahvioral biometrics can even be easily imitated by 

someone else or just mistaken. For example in a phone conversation it is possible to 

mistaken the person you are talking to with someone else. Some automated voice 

recognition systems does not make difference between the real voice and previously 

recorded and replayed voice. One of the most important features of the biometrics – 

permanence through the time, is missing in the behavioral identifiers. 
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Comparison of the various biometrics based on some basic requirements for a typical 

biometric system is snown in Table 2.1. 

 

Biometric 

identifier 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1.Universality 

2 Uniqueness 

3 Permanence 

4 Collectability 

5 Performance 

6 Acceptability 

7.Security 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L=Low 

M=Medium 

H=High 

 

DNA H H H L H L L 

Ear M M H M M H M 

Face H L M H L H H 

Hand vein M M M M M M L 

Gait M L L H L H M 

Hand 

geometry 

M M M H M M M 

Fingerprints M H H M H M M 

Iris H H H M H L L 

Keystroke L L L M L M M 

Odor H H H L L M L 

Retina H H M L H L L 

Signature L L L H L H H 

Voice M L L M L H H 

Facial 

thermogram 

H H L H M H L 

 

Table 2.1 Comparison of the different biometric identifiers, [1]. 

 

The different features used for comparing the identifiers are universality, uniqueness, 

permanence, collectability, performance, acceptability and security. They are numbered 

from 1 to 7. Each feature has three possible statements – low, medium and high. These 

statements are represented with L, M and H respectively. The features are marked with 

a statement according to analysis based on surveys and experts opinions [1]. As it is 

shown on the table all the identifiers contents at least one feature marked with “Low”. 

Only fingerprints and hand geometry content “Medium” and “High” marks, but 

fingerprints are given higher values on more features. Because of these characteristics 

fingerprints recognition systems are so acceptable in many applications. 
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2.5 Verification and identification 

Depending on the application biometric systems can be used for verification or 

identification. 

 Verification 

Verficiation systems authenticate the person‟s identitiy by comparing the real-time 

captured biometric identifier with a template already stored in the system‟s 

database.Verification systems do a one-to-one comparison in order to determine wheter 

the identity claimed by the individual is true. (Are you whom you claim you are?) 

The verification is used for verifying someone usually at the point of access. To 

perform a verification, the username or PIN (Personal Identification Number) is entered 

through a keyboard, the biometric reader captures the characteristic of the individual 

and converts it to a digital format, which is further processed by the feature extractor to 

produce a compact digital representation. The representation is fed to the feature 

matcher, which compares it with the template of a single user. The output is 1 or 0 (true 

or false). 

 Identificaton 

Identification systems recognize the person by searching the entire template database 

for a match.They do one-to-many comparison to determine the identity of an individual. 

(Who you are?). 
In the identification process, no name is provided and the system searches the input 

biometric through the templates of all the users in the system database. Sometimes this 

process takes too long time , especially if the databases are too large. In order to 

decrease the number of the searched templates and respectively the time needed for the 

operation, some classification and indexing technics are performed. The output is either 

the identity of an enrolled user or an alert message “No matching results.”  

2.6 Biometric Systems 

Biometric system including the fingerprints recognition system consist of some 

common stages – enrollment, usage and update. Especially for the fingerprints 

recogniton system, the update phase is not necessary, because fingerprints ridge 

formations remain the same through the ages. 

2.6.1 Enrollment 

Both verification and identification systems consist of enrollment block, which is 

responsible for registering individuals in the system database. First, the biometric 

identifier of the person is scanned by the biometric reader, which produce raw digital 

representaion of the identifier. Usualy after capturing, a quality control check is 

performed to determine wheter tha image meets the requirements of the biometric 

system. Then if needed, the image is post-processed by some image enhancement 

operations like filtering, noise-removal and binarization. After that some features are 

extracted and stored in a database as templates. Templates can be stored in a server-

based database or portable external memory like magnetic cards, smart cards issued by 

the individual. 

2.6.2 Usage 

When an user is attempting to access a facility guarded with biometric system, he 

authenticate to the system according to the procedure, which could be sweeping a finger 

over a biometric fingerprint reader, placing a hand over a hand scanner and etc. Then 

the biometrc system perform a comparison between the sample and the stored template 

and make decision to grant or deny an access to the user. 
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2.6.3 Update 

Sometimes biometric systems need to be updated in order to actualize the given samples 

in their databases. This is necessary because some of the identifiers are not permanent 

through the time, for example the face. 

Biometric systems are generally quite easy to use. In most cases even the enrollment 

phase takes a minute or two, and the everyday exploatation requires only seconds. This 

is the main reason that they are considered to be much more efficient than the system s 

which use the former way for authentication. 

2.7 Overt and covert 

Biometric systems can be classified as overt or covert. Overt biometric system means 

that the person is aware that is being a subject of biometric recgonition. If the person is 

not aware the application is covert. For example the face recognition can be used for 

covert applications, but fingerprints are usualy used in overt applications, exept in the 

criminal investigations where a latent fingerprints are used. Overt biometrics are used in 

the business and home applications, while the covert systems are used mainly in the 

forensic applications. 

2.8 Privacy issues 

Biometric technologies are not universally accepted everywhere. Some people are 

concerned about their privacy and there are some social and law considerations that 

every organization meets before implementing a biometric technology. 

In the European Union and USA citizens have a legal right to privacy and sometimes 

this could give the use of biometrics the appearence of intrusiveness. The biometric ID 

cards and passports are mandatory, but this is an administrative usage and biometrics 

are collected by government authorities, so the data is protected more or less. There 

could be some concerns when private organizations collect bioemtric data. Typical 

example are the fingerprints systems. When enrolling in a fingerprint system the user 

believe that an actual fingerprint image is collected. But in most of the systems this is 

not exactly like this. Most of the systems store in their database only a cryptographic 

hash of the data. Hash data can not be reversed to produce the original fingerprint 

image. 

A survey of 1000 adults revealed that 75 percent of the those polled would be 

comfortable having a finger image of themselves made available to the government or 

the private sector for identification purporses. Only 20 percent thought that 

fingerprinting stigmatizes a person as a criminal. [6]. 
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3 Fingerprints 

This chapter is focused on the fingerprints in the context of the automated fingerprints 

recognition. Different aproaches on their accuistition are shown in section 3.3 and some 

possible security vulnerabilities in the different systems are discussed. Section 3.4 pays 

attention on the points of interest used for fingerprints recognition and Section 3.5 the 

established standards for representing these points. In Section 3.6 are given examples of 

possible fingerprints recognition applications and the privacy issues related to them. 

3.1 History of fingerprints 

Ancient people were aware about the individuality of human fingerprints. For example 

in ancient China they had been determining the human character by the shapes of the 

ridges formations. The first scientific based techniques appeared in the late sixteenth 

century. In 1684 the english morphologist Nehemiah Grew, published the first scientific 

paper about his study to the ridge, furrow and pore structure of the fingerprints. Since 

then a large number of researchers have started their studies about fingerprints. In 1788 

Meyer (Fig. 3.1) published a detailed description about the anatomical formations of the 

fingerprints and identified and desribed a lot of ridge characteristics. In 1809 Thomas 

Bewick registered his fingerprint as a trademark (Fig. 3.2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.1 Meyer drawings of fingerprints, [1]. 
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Fig. 3.2 Thomas Berwick registered trademark, [1]. 

 

The first classification was made in 1823 by Purkinje, who classified the fingerprints 

into nine categories by using their ridge configurations. In 1880 Henry Fraud first 

scientifically suggested that fingerprints are unique for all the humans. Sir Francis 

Galton, in the late 19th century introduced the minutiae features based recognition. All 

these findings established the foundation of the modern fingerprints recognition. 

In 1899 Henry Edward established his finferprint classification system called 

”Henry-system”. In the beginning of the 20th century the formation of the fingerprint 

was already well understood. Biological principles about fingerrints were summarized 

by Henry Edward as follows [1]: 

 individual epidermal ridges and furrows have different characteristics for 

different fingerprints; 

  the configuration types are individually variable, but they vary within limits 

that allow for a systematic classification; 

  the configurations and minute details of individual ridges and furrows are 

permanent and unchanging. 

First principle is the basis for fingerprint recognition, while the second and the third 

principles are the basis for the fingerprint classification. 

During the same time fingerprint recognition was formally accepted as a personal 

identification. A lot of recognition techniques, including latent fingerprint acquisition, 

fingerprint classification, and fingerprint matching were developed. 

A large number of fingerprint identification agencies were established worldwide 

and criminal fingerprints databases were set up. In 1924 in the United States of 

America, FBI fingerprint division was established with a database of more than 810 000 

fingerprint cards. This database has grown up so much that now it includes more than 

200 000 000 fingerprint cards and is still growing up [1]. 

Increasing the number of the fingerprints in the databases makes imposible analysis 

to be performed manually in a short time. So in 1960s FBI Home office in the UK and 

Paris Police department designed automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS). 

Their development was based on the observations of how human fingerprints experts 

perform the recogniton. Three major moments in designing a fingerprint recogniton 

systems were identified and described: digital fingerprint representation, local ridge 

features extraction and pattern matching. 

Automatic fingerprint recogniton systems have become so popular so fingerprint-

based systems nowadays are synonym for biometric systems. 
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3.2 Individuality of fingerprints 

Fingerprints are fully formed at the age of seven months of fetus development and 

fingerprint ridge configurations do not change throughout the human life [1]. Their 

permanence make them very attractive biometric identifier. It is importand to know that 

their individuality is not an established fact but emperical observation. The probability 

of existense of two fingerprints that are completely equal is very small, so they could be 

defined as unique. The formation of the fingerprints ridge patterns is based on the DNA. 

In the dermatoglyphic researches it had been found that people from different races 

have the maximum generic difference in their fingerprints. People from the same race 

but unrelated,  have some similarities in the ridge patterns but not that much. The 

biggest generic similarities in the fingerprints had been found between parents and 

children and the twins as soon they share the same DNA. But on local level the 

difference is big enough to define the fingerprints as unique feature.  

3.3 Fingerprint sensing 

There are two main categories in the fingerprint sensing – off line and on line (also 

called real-time) sensing. In the off line sensing the fingerprints are taken usually by ink 

methods on a paper. Then the ink representations are scanned by scanner and stored as 

digital images for further operations. Some methods include passive fingerprinting. In 

the forensic applications this is called latent fingerprinting. These methods are based on 

the fact that when touching a smooth surface, some prints are left. The pores of the skin 

surface exudates sweat and grease that make a film cover on the finger. When touching 

a surface this film is transferred there and that make a representation of the fingerprint 

ridge lines on the surface. Usually these fingerprints are almost invisible and some 

special techniques called “latent fingerprinting” must be applied in order to take the 

fingerprint impression. These prints can be taken by special chemical techniques like 

“glow in the dark” powder, ninhydrine spray or silver nitrate and then by using scanners 

or high resolution cameras the fingerprints are digitalized and entered into the computer 

database. The main difference between the latent fingerprints and those taken by ink on 

a paper card is that the latent ones usually represent a very little part of the fingerprint. 

Sometimes this partial image does not content enough features to be recognized. The 

biggest advantage of the paper cards is the possibility to take rolled images (Fig. 3.3) 

that represent a quite wide area of the finger. This is the reason that they are still in use 

in the police institutions. These techniques are mainly used in the criminal investigation 

process and are not subject of interest for this project, because they do not find any 

practical application in the automated fingerprints recognition systems. 
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Fig. 3.3 Rolled fingerprint image from paper card, [3]. 

 

The challenge in the automatic fingerprints systems is the real-time sensing. There 

are varieties of fingerprints sensors that are used nowadays. The difference between 

them is in the way they sense the fingerprints and in the quality of the image 

representation. The parameters for the fingerprint images are common for the 

fingerprints sensors also. Some of them are resolution, number of pixels, contrast, 

distortion and etc. As described in [1], the features used for choosing the most 

appropriate fingerprints sensor are: 

 Interface: it could be analogue or digital. The analogue interface is often used in 

the American FBI-compliant devices (RS-170). Additional technical equipment 

is needed for digitalizing the images and this increase the cost. The most 

commonly used interfaces for the sensor are the Parallel port and USB. The last 

years most of the produced sensors were USB-based. The sensor that is used in 

this work is also has USB interface for communication with the computer. 

 Frames per second: these features define how many images the device is able 

to take and send to the computer. The higher the better. 

 Automatic detection: Automatic detection is very convenient feature. The 

process starts at the time the user touch the sensor. 

 Encryption: Some of the hacker attacks of biometric systems are based on the 

listening and sniffing the data on the communication channel between the sensor 

and the computer. Encryption of the data increases the security and every serious 

and stable system must have encryption. 

 Supported operating systems: Supporting more than one operating system is 

important feature since nowadays there are three major groups of users: 

Windows, Linux and Mac. For example the sensor used in this work support 

only Microsoft Windows. Linux users have some difficulties in implementing 
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this sensor in their systems because there are no available drivers from the 

manufacturer. 

3.3.1 Optical sensors 

Optical sensors convert the fingerprints ridge features directly into an electrical signal 

using electronic camera. But finger ridges and valleys are in the same colour. This could 

cause some issues if the special illumination is not set up properly. The so called FTIR 

scanners are more advanced than the plain digital camera scanners. The Frustrated Total 

Internal Reflection devices focus the light into a glass-to-air block in an angle bigger 

than the total reflection angle. So when the ridge formations of the finger touch the 

glass they form dark areas into a special optoelectronic array and the formed electrical 

signal is used for the digital representation. Another type of optical sensor use light 

dispersion. The finger is illuminated with a light which diffuses throughout the finger. It 

is placed onto an optoelectronic array and the ridges form lighter areas in comparisons 

with the light in the air between them. 

The first automated fingerprints recognition system produced for the American FBI 

in 1950 was based on optical sensors [21]. Their characteristics are very good and they 

are still in use today. They are fast, accurate, high speed and the image representations 

of the fingerprints are with very high quality and resolution. But because of the optical 

elements and additional illuminating sources their size is bigger in comparison with the 

other types of sensors. New fingerprints sensors have compact size. This feature allows 

them to be easily built in laptops, cellular phones and even USB flash sticks. 

3.3.2 Electrical sensors 

Electrical sensors use electrical energy measurements to represent the fingerprint image. 

Three types of electrical sensors are used: conductive, capacitive and RF (Radio 

Frequency) sensors. Through them probably the best characteristics have the capacitive 

ones. A large number of researchers through the years define them as the most common 

sensors [1]. Now (2009) the tendentions reamain the same - 90 percents of the devices 

whith build in fingerprint reader use capacitive sensors. The measurement of 

capacitance is quite difficult and every sensor has its own methods to get enough 

sensitivity to make difference between valleys and ridges. The most critical component 

is the coating of the sensing surface, because it must be thin enough to perform the 

measurments and at the same time to be able to protect the chip from destructive 

chemical reactions and mechanical preasures, and even static electricity which is 

destructive for every sillicon circuit. These devices are very cheap, compact and a lot of 

security issues are solved using this type of sensors. For example they can not be 

cheated with artificial silicon finger because only alive finger has electrical features that 

are used to run the sensor. The device that is used in this project use an electrical 

capacitive sensor AutenTec AES2501. Further detailed description of the available 

characteristics of the sensor is available in Chapter 5. 

3.3.3 Ultrasonic sensors 

Very interesting are the ultrasonic sensors. The mechanism of these sensors is based on 

the different ultrasonic acoustic absorption in the valley and ridges. Ultrasonic sensors 

can detect even the inner layers of the skin. This makes them more secure as soon as it 

is impossible to modify the inner layers of the skin. The devices that are based on the 

ultrasonic sensors usually use mechanical scanning, driven by motors, and their size is 

not compact. 
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3.3.4 Thermal sensors 

Thermal sensors are based on the temperature detection. The finger radiates a thermal 

energy that is registered by the thermal sensors. Usually the temperature of the ridges 

and the valleys of the finger is the same. When the finger touches the sensor surface, 

which is with different temperature the thermal energy flows from the ridges to the 

sensor surface. Then these temperature differences are registered and converted into an 

electrical signal. 

3.3.5 Comparison of the various sensors 

The thermal, ultrasonic and optical sensors have lower performance characteristics 

because the methods that they use require transformation of non-electrical signals into 

electrical signals. This transformation is done by special transducers, the general 

scheme of the systems gets to complicated, which affect into a slower performance. The 

devices which use such sensors have larger size and are usually quite expensive. 

The electrical sensors register the fingerprint image directly through a small silicon 

integrated transducers on a small circuits easily produced in a large quantities. These 

devices have smaller size and can be easily build in laptops, cellular phones, and even 

USB flash drives. They are usually high speed, accurate and easy to use. During the last 

years theses sensors got widely used in a lot of applications and devices because of their 

cheap price. The research of AuthenTec Company for the previous year (2008) shows 

that one of every ten sold laptops had built in electrical fingerprint reader. The 

predictions are that the next few years this number will vastly increase due to the 

dynamic development in this area.  

3.3.6 Sweep and touch techniques 

Two methods of taking the fingerprints are available: sweeping and touching. They both 

have some advantages and disadvantages, but the sweep method is the winner. 

Touching is very easy and the users do not need to be trained how to use the sensor – 

they just put their finger on the sensor and that is all. But after a several uses the surface 

become dirty and needs to be cleaned periodically because this affects the image 

quality. From a security viewpoint every touch leaves a latent fingerprint. This latent 

fingerprint could be easily used to run the sensor. And also the surface is too big which 

means more expensive equipment. 

The sensor which uses the sweeping method (Fig. 3.4) could be as wide as a finger is 

and usually has a height of just one pixel. This allows it to have a compact size and 

since the sensing surface is so little the price of the sensor vastly decrease. 

Sweeping is always in the same direction and there is almost no rotation problems. 

But the sweep method is a little bit “difficult” because the user must find out the 

optimal speed of sweeping that is acceptable from the device. This can be achieved only 

with training or continuous usage and may cause some inconvenience for the user. 

These sensors have slower performance speed because the reconstruction of the image 

from the slices requires some computational time. Fig. 3.4 shows how these slices are 

merged together in order to form a full fingerprint representation. 
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Fig. 3.4 Mechanism of sweeping fingerprint sensing, [1]. 

 

3.3.7 Security aspect 

Since fingerprints recognition is a security related area, additional attention must be 

paid on protecting the systems from hacker attacks. No matter how secure is the system 

this does not automatically mean that it is unbreakable. In fact there are not absolutely 

secured systems anywhere. So we must be aware that fingerprints recognition systems 

could also be cheated and we do not have to trust them too much. It is believed that 

fingerprints give additional security to the systems than the passwords. For example a 

lot of users have passwords than can be easily guessed or taken – names, pet's names, 

favourite music stars and etc. If the password is longer it is more secure but also 

difficult to remember, so some users write it down somewhere and this password can be 

viewed and used by someone else. Other users share their passwords with other people 

and it is unknown who is using the resources of the system. Usually the systems with 

many users are as weak as weak is the weakest user's password. This means that it is 

enough to have just one user account information to access the facilities of the system. 

Once shared, the password can be changed to prevent the access of those who 

already know it. Fingerprints cannot be shared. But what happens if fingerprint is 

stolen? Every human has only 10 fingerprints. Once stolen, it is impossible to change 

them and all other facilities that are protected by this fingerprint can be accessed.  

Some optical sensors could be easily cheated even with picture. To protect such 

systems a 3D check is performed, so the 2D picture cannot be used for authentication. 

Very dangerous also is leaving a latent fingerprint on the sensor surface. This latent 

print can be used for entering the system. Other intrusion technique is the producing of 

artificial silicon fingerprints representations. It is very difficult to prevent such attacks 

but some sensors combine an odor sensor that can detect some of the most commonly 

used materials for artificial representations. Other sensors perform aliveness detection 

such as registering the pulse and temperature. The main security issue in the fingerprints 

recognition systems is the fact that people leave their fingerprints everywhere and they 

even do not think about it- doors, glasses, pens, keyboards and etc. With some easy 

chemical procedures this latent fingerprints can be taken and used from someone else 

than the owner of the finger. Other attacks use the replay method. If the communication 
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channel is listened and the data is captured replaying this data on the channel even if it 

is encrypted could give the intruder an access to the system. 

In [1] the authors summarize the types of the attacks into two categories and eight 

types. 

1. First and most common attack is the attack of the sensor block. Different methods 

are known such physically destroying the sensor in a denial-of-service attack. Fake 

input, as rubber or silicon membrane with fingerprint representation, printed picture and 

even 3D plastic representations. Some advanced methods include injecting of image 

between the sensor and the other hardware part. 

2. Listening the communication channel between sensor and computer is the second 

widely used attack by the intruders. Once captured this image is replayed to the feature 

extractor by bypassing the sensor. 

3. Attack of the feature extractor module. These attacks are usually performed by 

“Trojan horse” programs which bypass the real feature extractor and feed the matcher 

with another data. 

4. Forth vulnerable place is the communication channel between the feature extractor 

and the matcher. Just like the second attack the captured data is used for replaying in 

later time. 

5. Matcher is also a point of interest when trying to intrude the system. False matcher 

is used for bypassing the real one. This could be also an injected Trojan horse program.  

6. Attack the system database. This attack could be done also with a Trojan horse. 

Smart cards where template is stored in case of lost or theft could give access to the 

template to the intruder. 

7. Attack of the channel between the system database and matcher module .This use 

the same principle as the previous communication channel attacks. 

8. Attack of the channel between the matcher and the application. This is also replay 

vulnerability. 

The authors summarize the attacks into two categories by the method used. 2, 4, 7, 

and 8 are using vulnerabilities in the communication channels by capturing the traffic. 

These attacks are called “replay” attacks because the access is granted by repeating the 

traffic through the channel. The others are defined as “Trojan horse” attacks. They are 

launched against the system modules and are based on bypassing the real modules with 

the “Trojan horse”. 

3.4 Fingerprints representations 

The digital fingerprints representations consist of different features that need to be 

extracted and analyzed .They need to meet the requirements of the fingerprints 

recognition systems in order to be used properly. 

3.4.1 Points of interest 

Finger patterns are presented by lines called ridges and valleys (Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). 

In a fingerprint image the ridges are represented by the dark lines and the valleys are 

represented by the white lines. It is known that the fingerprints patterns are permanent 

and they do not change through the time. Even if the finger skin is injured, and since the 

underlying ridges structure is not affected, the new skin that grows duplicate the 

original pattern. 
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Ridges and valleys form different formations .The most common are the bifurcations 

and the terminations. The fingerprints features could be grouped into three categories: 

global level features, local level features and sometimes micro level features. 

3.4.2 Global level 

In a global level fingerprints patterns form a lot of shapes but most of the fingerprints 

could be classified into three main shapes: loop, whorl and delta. 

There are some algorithms that use a predefined core of the fingerprint. Henry gives 

a definition of the core as “the north most point of the innermost ridge line.” These 

algorithms are not very efficient because there are various of fingerprints shapes and 

sometimes it is impossible to find a core into the fingerprint. 

Global level features are used mainly for fingerprint classification. Such 

classification is necessary when trying to identify fingerprint in a large database. 

Predefining the class could decrease the number of possible searches and respectivly to 

increase the time. Since this project is focused on the verification problem, no 

classification is needed and classification problem is not a point of interest for this 

work. Some methods for recognition use also the global level features in their 

algorithms. But most of them are focused on the local level and more attention is paid 

on the local level features. 

 

 

Fig. 3.5 Fingerprint image, [1]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.6 Ridges and valleys, [1]. 
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The figures 3.7 - 3.11 show the five the most common shapes that the ridge lines form 

in a global level – left loop, right loop, whorl, arch and tented arch, [1]. 

3.4.3 Local level 

In the fingerprint recognition therminology these local level features are called 

minutiae. The word minutiae means small detail and in the context of the fingerprinting 

it represents the unique points of the ridge lines. Ridge lines could form various of 

combinations. Moenssens (1971) says that there are more than 150 different minutiae 

formations. Most of the algorithms are focused only into the bifurcations and 

terminations because these features are not so dependent from the image quality and it 

is fast and easy to extract them. Additional discussion on how these features are 

extracted and how they are used in the process of fingerprints matching is available in 

the next chapter. 

Fig. 3.7 Left loop Fig. 3.8 Right loop Fig. 3.9 Whorl 

Fig. 3.10 Arch Fig. 3.11 Tented Arch 
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Fig. 3.12 Different types of minutiae formations, [1]. 

 

The illustration 3.12 shows some of the most common minutiae formations : 

termination, bifurcation, lake, independent ridge, point of island, spur and crossover. 

 

 

Fig. 3.13 Termination and bifurcation minutia, [1]. 

 

On Fig. 3.13 X0 and Y0 are the minutiae coordinates.ɵ is an angle that minutiae forms 

with the horizontal axis. 

3.4.4 Micro level 

On the micro level there are also unique features that could be also a point of interest. 

These are the sweat pores located inside the ridge lines. There are some practical issues 

in extracting these features because a very high quality image is needed. This means 

that the technical equipment must be very precise such as high resolutuion cameras and 
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powerfull processors for the image enhancement. This is the reason that micro level 

features are not commonly used in the fingerprints recognition. 

 

Fig. 3.14 Micro level structures – sweat pores, [3]. 

3.5 Fingerprins representation formats 

The choice of fingerprints representation format depends on the application and the 

fingerprints recognition system design. In [1] and [3] two main requirements for the 

representation are defined : saliency and suitability. By saliency the authors mean that 

the representation must contain distinctive information about the fingerprint. Suitability 

is necessary fot the fast and easy extraction, store and matching. They also pay attention 

on the fact that saliency is not always related to the suitability. However it is 

recommended to have a balance between the two requirements in order to design a 

stable fingerprint recognition system. 

Fingerprints systems applications include various devices such smart cards, door 

locks etc., which have very limited storage capabilities. So it is necessary the template 

information to be small at memory size and at the same time must content enough 

distinctive information. But nowadays memory storage is not a problem and it even 

does not affect the price to much. Most of the devices have enough memory to store 

image-based representations which need more memory space. The image-based 

representations content a large amount of information. Devices that use optical sensors 

usually store the information in this form. 

Since there are different fingerprints systems, different methods and algorithms, 

some standartization is needed for these formats to provide compatibility and common 

requirements for quality and performance. 

3.5.1 Fingerprints Standards 

Since there are vast variety of sensors and algorithms available today, in order to 

provide compatibility to the different fingerprint recognition systems, must be defined 

some common requirements. This is done by the standard organizations through 

documents developed by consensus and approved through a public review process by a 

national or international accredited organization. 

Major standards are focused on the standartization of the content and representation 

of the fingerprints data interchange formats. This means that a fingerprint image aquired 

from a sensor of one system could be used from another system. Such formats are 

defined through the ANSI/INCITS 381-2004 Finger Image-based Data Interchange 

Format, ANSI-INCITS 378-2004 Finger Minutiae Format for Data Interchange, 

ISO/IEC 19794-2 Finger Minutiae Format for Data interchange, ISO/IEC FCD 794-3 

Finger Pattern Based Interchange Format and the ISO/IEC 1974-4 Finger Image Based 
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Interchange Format. Additional information about this organizations and standards is 

available in the Appendix. 

3.6 Application of the fingerprints systems 

In the past fingerprints recognition have been used only in the forensic area for criminal 

investigations and security. They are still in use there but they are not so important 

because they have been replaced by other methods like DNA analysis for example. But 

now due to the developing of the automated fingerprints recognition systems, 

fingerprints are used in the civilian applications – business and home. In [1], [2] and [3] 

the applications are divided into three main categories: forensic, government and 

commercial: 

 

Forensic Government Commercial 

Corpse Identification, 

Criminal Investigation, 

Terrorist Identification, 

Parenthood Determination, 

Missing Children, etc. 

National ID card, 

Correctional Facility, 

Driver‟s License, 

Social Security, 

Welfare Disbursement, 

Border Control, 

Passport Control, etc. 

Computer Network Logon, 

Electronic Data Security, 

E-Commerce, 

Internet Access, 

ATM, Credit Card, 

Physical Access Control, 

Cellular Phones, 

Personal Digital Assistant, 

Medical Records 

Management 

Distance Learning, etc. 

 

Table 3.1 Applications of the fingerprints recognition systems, [1]. 

 

One of the most significant applications of the fingerprints is in the 

computer/information systems/network security. Currently knowledge-based 

(passwords) or token-based (cards) methods does not provide such level of security as 

the fingerprints. Most of the computers and smart devices sold the last year have 

builded fingerprints readers and use the fingerprint recognition as a easy and secure 

logon. A lot of websites require registration. It is not recommended to use the same user 

and password for all of them. But remembering so many account information is really 

difficult and anoying. Once registered the user could refer the logon information into 

the fingerprint recognition system software and use his fingerprint to logon into this 

websites. Various information services like medical insurance information, e-learning 

already use the benefits of the fingerprints recognition.Very useful application of the 

fingerprints is the access control. Instead of having large number of keys or cards users 

could easily access their house, room or workplace by the door lock with build-in 

fingerpints sensor. 

Fingerprints recognition vastly improved the services in the electronic banking and 

electronic commerce. This services include electronic fund transfers, ATM access, 

check cashing, credit and debit cards security, on-line transaction and etc. All of them 

require high level ot security. In Europe the banks and the business still do not apply 

fingerprints in their services, but in the USA and Japan some customers use the benefits 

of fingerprints recognition. 

Many organizations use an employee time tracking systems to measure the work 

time. Currently the token based are dominating in the market but there are some 

fingerprints recognition based systems that probably will replace the current systems. 
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Every year more and more countries start using biometric ID cards which include 

face and  fingerprints samples. For example, in June this year (2009) Bulgaria starts 

changing the passports and ID cards of the citizens into biometric ones. 

Because of the high security level that they provide fingeprints recognition systems 

will replace the current tokens and passwords-based systems. 
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4 Fingerprints recognition procedures 

Fingerprints recognition is not a simple task. It involves a lot of algortihms and 

procedures, including image processing, feature extraction and matching. The 

fingerprints representations are usually in a gray scale images. Due to some unexpected 

outer conditions the image could have noise. The noise can be removed by the process 

of filtering which increase the image quality. The first that needs to be done is to 

prepare the image for the features extraction. After the features extraction the 

representation is saved in order to be perfromed the matching procedure. 

4.1 Local ridge orientation 

Most of the methods require to be defined a local ridge orienation map. The local ridge 

orientation is the angle ɵ that the ridges form with the horizontal axis. The fingerprint 

representation is two dimensional matrix of pixels. Instead of computing the orientation 

in every pixel the image is divided into small discrete areas and the local ridge 

orientation is defined by the angle formed in this positions. The fingerprint orientation 

image was first used in 1969 by Grasseli. He defines it as a matrix D with elements 

representing the local orientation of the ridges. Each element ɵij (Fig. 4.1), 

corresponding to the node [i,j] of a square-meshed grid located over the pixel [xi,yj], 

denotes the average orientation of the fingerprint ridges in a neighborhood of [xi,yi]. The 

value of rij shows the reliability of the orientation. The value rij is low for noisy regions 

and high for good quality regions in the fingerprint image. The local ridge orientation 

image is used for further processing. 

 
 

Fig. 4.1 Local ridge orientation, [1]. 

 

In [3]. more simplified explanation about local ridge orientation is given. The gray 

scale fingerprint representaion, I, is defined as an NxN matrix, where I(i,j) represent the 

intensity level of each pixel in the i
th

 row and the j
th

 column. The orientation field 

image, O, is also defined as an NxN matrix, where O(i,j) represent the local ridge 

orientation at pixel. But the local ridge orientation can not be defined from the pixel 

alone, so the surrounding pixels are needed to be computed. The image is divided into a 

set of WxW blocks and the orientation is defined for each block. W is defined usually 

by the image resolution available. Possible approach for local ridge estimation is using 

the local image gradient. The local orientation in a block can be determined from the 

constituent pixel gradient orientations of the block in different ways. This could be done 
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for example by averaging the pixel gradient orientatons or with least-square 

optimizations which also use the pixel gradient orientations. 

4.2 Segmentaion 

Segmentation is used by some of the algorithms. Segmentation is not about 

discriminating the ridges from the valleys. The procedure of segmentation is performed 

to separate the fingerprint image area from the background area. This is useful because 

it makes the further work easier and faster. Usually segmentation is needed if the 

fingerprint image is aquired by a touch-based sensor. Sweep-based sensors do not 

content background area and they do not perform this procedure. 

Common approach for segmentation is defining a threshold, global fixed or adaptive 

local threshold. Another method is based on the certainty level of orientation field 

estimation. The certainty level of the orientation field in a block quantifies the extent to 

which the pixel gradient orientations agree with the block gradient orientation. A 

threshold is defined and if the certainty level of the orientation field is lower than the 

threshold then the whole block is marked as a background pixels. 

Fig. 4.2 shows fingerprint image aqired directly from the sensor. The image contents 

background area because the sensing surface is bigger than the finger. In Fig. 4.3 the 

background is removed but the fingerprint area is not marked correctly because of the 

noise. 

4.3 Ridge separation 

There is procedure called ridge detection [3]. It fully covers the goals and results in the 

other procedure called binarization. The two procedures even share the same 

approaches. Binarization process is further discussed in Section 4.6. 

4.4 Singularity points 

As it was already mentioned in Chapter 3 some algorithms use predefined singularity 

points : core and delta. Most of the methods find these points using the orientational 

image. The analys on the different types of fingerprints shows that singularity points 

can not be find in the arch type fingerprints [1]. Left loop, right loop and tented arch 

 

Fig. 4.2 Fingerprint image before 

segmentation, [3] 

 

Fig. 4.3 Fingerprint image after 

segmentation, [3] 
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fingerpints contain one loop and one delta while whorl fingerprints contain two loops 

and two deltas. So if the fingerprints recognition algorithm is based on this singularity 

points, the first and most important thing is to define the fingerprint type, otherwise it 

will not work for some of them. 

The first method for automatically detecting of the core was introduced by Westigein 

in 1982. This method known as R92 was one of the main used in the FBI and even 

nowadays it still efficient. The mechanism is based ot scanning the orientational matrix 

row by row in searching a well formed arch. When found it is denoted by sextet (set of 

six) of adjacent elements with orientations set by the values of different control 

parameters (Fig. 4.4). Then one sextet is choosen among all the sexted by evaluating 

and the exact position on the core is defined by interpolation. 

 

Another interesting method was suggested by Novikov and Kot [3]. Their method 

define the core of the fingerpint as a crossing point of the ridge lines and the coordinates 

of this point are registered by a Hough transfrom. Fig.4.5 shows the result of detecting a 

core by using this method. 

 

4.5 Enhancement 

All the procedures that are applied in the fingerprint recognition system require an 

image representation that is with good quality otherwise distinktive features can not be 

extracted properly. Most of the systems work with pre-defined image resolution. For 

example, the proffessional systems used by the government authorities require images 

with resolution 500x500 pixels. 

When enrolling a fingerprint a quality check is performed in order to determine 

wheter the fingerprint image is with enough quality to meet the requirements of the 

Fig. 4.4 Core detection in sextet applying the R92 algorithm, [3]. 

Fig. 4.5 Core detection as a crossing point of the 

lines normal of the ridges, [3]. 
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system. If not, the enrollment process start again until a good quality image is taken. 

But in the verifying process the quality of real time registered image depends on various 

outer and unpredictable conditions such as dust, temperature, sweat, scratches, skin 

conditions (wet or dry), finger pressure and etc. These conditions cause various noises 

in the image which affect into the ridge lines structures – uncontinious lines, unexpected 

breaks, unsepareted lines and etc. In practice even the images with good quality contain 

some noisy areas. To remove the noise the image must be filtered.  

Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show the difference between good and bad quality images. It is 

obvious that on the second image it will be difficult to extract distinctive features. 

There are three types of areas that can be found in a fingerprint image: good quality 

area where ridge lines are visible and continuous, recovarable area where ridge lines are 

corrupted but it is still possible to recover them and unrecovarable area where the ridge 

lines are so corrupted so they are useless and no distinctive features can be extracted. 

So the main purpose of the enhancement is the recovarable regions and marking the 

unrecovarable regions. 

Usually the input is a gray-scale image. Depending on the system the output could be 

also a gray-scale or binarizated image. A large number of enhancement procedures exist 

but the preffered ones and most widely used by the fingerprint researchers are contrast 

stretching, histogram processing, normalization, median filtering or Fourrier transform. 

For example, in 1998 Hong, Jain and Wan [2] create an algorithm for normalization 

that  define the new pixel value as: 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.6 Good quality fingerprint 

image, [3]. 

Fig. 4.7 Bad quality fingerprint 

image, [3]. 
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where m and v are the image values and m0 and v0 are the desired values after the 

normalization. This normalization procedure is a pixel oriented and does not affect the 

ridge and valleys structure of the fingerprint representation. 

Contextual filters are the most widely used [1]. The difference between the 

contextual and conventional filtering is in the number of the used filters. In the 

conventional approach just one filter is applied to the image. In the contextual a set of 

different filters are applied in different regions of the image. 

The output image of a contextual filter can be binary or near-binary image. It is 

important to notice that the main goal of the filtering process is to satisfy the 

requirements of the system, so it is not necessary to use large set of filters which will 

decrease the performance of the system. 

4.6 Binarization and thinning 

Once the image is filtered and set to appropriate form the next procedure is the minutiae 

detection. Most of the algorithms for minutiae detection require the image to be 

binarized (Fig.4.9), if this was not automatically done in the output imageby some of 

the enhancement algoritms. Then another procedure called ”thinning”is applyed (Fig. 

4.10). The goal is to thin the ridge lines into one pixel wide. 

 

Although binarization is widely used in the fingerprint recognition techniques, some 

researchers prefer to work directly on the gray-scale images (Fig. 4.8). They motivate 

their considerations with the lost of infromation in the binarization process and the large 

consumption of processor power and time. Sometimes in a low-quality images the 

binarization process could even corrupt the image more. 

4.6.1 Binarization techniques 

The basic method to produce a binarized image is based ot the global threshold t rule. A 

threshold t is defined and all the pixels with value higher than t are set to 1. All other 

pixels are set to 0. But the output binarized image is not very appropriate because a 

single threshold is higly sensitive to a noise. More accceptable output is produced when 

applying a local threshold t methods. Local thresold is defined in discrete areas of the 

image where the value t is set by the local intensity of the pixels in each area. 

4.7 Minutiae extraction 

Minutiae extraction is the main and most important process in minutiae-based 

recognition. The typical minutiae extraction algorithm consist mainly of three stages: 

Fig. 4.8 Gray-scale 

image, [3]. 
Fig. 4.9 Binarized 

image, [3]. 
Fig. 4.10 Thinned image, 

[3]. 
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1. orientation filed estimation 

2. ridge extraction 

3. minutiae extraction and post-processing 

First of all, for the input image, the local ridge orientation is estimated (Fig. 4.11 step 

1). Then the ridges are extracted and thinned to a one-pixel wide lines(Fig. 4.11 step 2). 

Finally the minutaie features are extracted using the thinned ridge lines and by using 

some heristcs they are also refined (Fig.3.11 step 3). 

The minutiae features extractor scan the image and locate the ridge ends and 

bifurcations.  If the ridges are well defined, extracting the features from the thinned 

ridge map could be very simple task. But in the practice this is almost impossible to 

obtain a perfect ridge representations. The performance of almost all available 

algorithms strongly depends on the results of the previous enhancement procedures for 

increasing the image quality. The flowchart below shows the stages in a typical 

munutiae extraction algorithm. 

Fig. 4.11 Typical minutiae extraction algorithm, [1]. 

 

4.8 Minutiae post-processing 

The minutiae post-processing involve a lot of heuristc methods. This procedure is 

performed to remove the false minutiae. For example if in a very small area there are a 

lot of minutiae points, the probability some of them to be noise formations is big. 

 

Illustration 1: Flowchart of typical minutiae extraction algorithm 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Every minutia is checked for the orientations of the neighbourhood within a predefined 

aperture centered at the minutia coordinates. If these orientations are not so consistent 

the minutia is marked as noise. Another approach is to check the neighbourhood within 

the aperture for other minutiae. This is done usually by using radius r with custom 

defined value. If additional minutiae points exist within the area, they are excluded and 

marked as noise [2]. 

4.9 Matching 

No matter if the system is verification or identification, the matching stage is 

responsible for the fingerprints recognition. Matching module compare two fingerprints 

representations and determine wheter they belong to the same finger. It calculates a 

matching score. The decision that the algorithm makes is based on a threshold. 

There are some challenges in the matching. For example due to dirt and leftover 

smudges on the fingerprint sensor surface and scratches and injures on the finger there 

could be some differences between the stored template image and the aquired one. On 

the other side depending ot the pressure of the finger there is some elastic skin distortion 

that move the minutiae points from their normal position. Such distortion could cause a 

mathing error even if the finger is in the best possible alignement. 

4.9.1 Fingerprints Alignment 

A typical approach for fingerprints matching is to align the fingerprints (Fig. 4.11) and 

then to examine them for corresponding structures. For a minutiae based representaions 

alignment requires to be defined basic minutiae positions that are used to hipothesize 

the alignment. That could be a single minutia, pair of two minutiae ot triplets of 

minutiae. Angles are usually not used because they are too sensitive on elastic 

distortion. Sometimes because of the distortion the perfectly alignement in some regions 

could cause a large displacement in other parts. 

Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 show two different images on the same finger. It is obvious how 

elastic deformations caused of the different finger pressure on the sensor could decrease 

the image quality.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.11 Alignement of fingerprints, [3]. 
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Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 Two different fingerprint images of the same finger, [3]. 

 

4.9.2 Matching algorithms 

Very efficient algorithm is the adaptive elastic string matching algorithm. The string 

matcher first select a corresponding minutiae in the template and the test images. The 

pair of minutiae are called a referens minutiae template. The string matcher uses three 

attributes of the aligned minutiae for matching: its distance from the referens minutiae 

(radius), angle to the referens minutiae (radial angle) and local direction of the ridge 

(minutiae direction). The algorithm represent the input template as an minutiae string. 

The string representation is obtained by imposing a linear ordering on the minutiae 

using radial angles. The resulting input and template minutiae strings are matched using 

an inexact string matching algorithm. 

4.9.3 Matching Score 

The next step is to calculate the matching score. The basis of determinng the matching 

score is provided by the corresponing structures in the paired images. Several different 

approaches for caluclating the score exist. In [3] the authors suggest one straightforward 

approach for computing the score S : 

 

 
where Mpq is the number of the corresponding minutiae and Mp and Mq are the total 

numbers of the minutiae in the template and in the test fingerprints respectively. 

Sometimes it is not efficeint to use the total number of the minutiae, because their 

number is not constant value. There is an algorithm which does not use this parameter. 

Instead of this, an overall bounding box is set for the template and corresponing 

minutiae are tested only. The matching score then is computed like this: 

 
where Mpq is the number of the corresponding minutiae, and Mpb and Mqb are the 

number of the minutiae for the template and test fingerprint respectively, but only in the 

overall bounding box. The matching score when matching representations from the 

same finger is supposed to be higher than the score if matching fingerprints from 

different fingers. Fig. 4.14 demonstrates a matching between images of the same finger 
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and Fig. 4.15 demonstrates a matching between images from different fingers. In the 

first illustration the number of the overall bounding boxes is high enough to be made a 

conclusion that the fingerprints match, while in the second illustration only few 

minutaie pairs are marked with overall bounding boxes, so it could be suggested that 

they are paired randomly and do not belong to the same fingerprint. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.15 Matching of fingerprints from different  fingers, [3]. 

4.10 Verification 

Verification do comparison one-to-one. It has to determine wheter the test image 

correspond to the image template saved in the database. The verification problem can be 

formulated as follows [1]: 

Fig. 4.14 Matching fingerprints from the same finger, [3]. 
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Let the template image of the fingerprint be representet by T and the input image be 

represented by I. Then the null and one hypothesis are: 

H0 : I≠ T, input does NOT come from the same fingerprint as the template 

H1 : I= T, input comes from the same finger as the template 

Then the system has to make a decision: 

D0 : MATCHING FAILED 

D1 : MATCHED 

Matching T and I is performed by using similarity measurment s (T,I). If the 

matching score is higher or equal to the threshold t, decision is D1, else decision is D0. 

4.10.1 FMR/FNMR 

Very often the fingerprints system does not operate correctly. There are two types of 

errors that occure in almost every automated fingeprints recognition system and when 

designing a system this errors are set as parameters. A good performance fingerprints 

recognition system means that a balance of this errors is found. The two most common 

errors are: 

Error 1: False match (D1 is decided when H0 is true) 

Error 2: False non-match (D0 is decided when H1 is true) 

In [1]. Tha authors define this errors as False Match Rate (FMR) and False Non-

Match Rate (FNMR). Other authors use the definition False Acception Rate (FAR) and 

False Rejection Rate (FRR) [2], [3], [15]. 

The probabilities of Error 1 and Error 2 are defined as follows: 

 

FMR=P (D1|H0=true) 

FMNR=P(D0|H1=true) 

 

To analyze the performance of a fingerprints recognition system is need to be 

collected a large number of matching scores from the same finger and a large number of 

matching scores from by different fingers. The first set of pairs where p(s|H1=true) is 

called genuine distribution. The other set of pairs where p(s|H0=true) is called impostor 

distribution. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.16 shows the genuine and impostor distributions ploted in the 2-dimensional 

surface. FMR is the area of impostor scores greater or equal to the threshold t and the 

FNMR is the area of the genuine score less or equal to the threshold t. 
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Fig. 4.16 FMR and FNMR, [1]. 

 

When moving the threshold line to the left, the threshold value is decreased, therefore 

lower matching score is need to pass through the threshold line. At the same time the 

False Matching Rate area becomes wider and the probability to accept the wrong finger 

P (D1|H0=true) is increased. When moving the threshold to the right respectively, the 

threshold value is increased and a higher matching score is need to pass through the 

threshold line. The False Matching Area becomes smaller, but the False Non-Match 

Area becomes bigger, so the probability to refuse a fingerprint P (D0|H1=true) is 

increased. When adjusting a fingerprints recognition system, a balance between the two 

areas must be found in order to provide a properly performance of the system. 
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5 Demonstration 

The demonstration sample is to show how fingerprints recognition works in the practice 

and to do some analyses. The main stages are implemented in order to demonstrate the 

different procedures in the fingerprint recognition process – enrollment, feature 

extraction and saving into template database, matching. Since the theory discussed in 

this work is focused on the verification problem, the sample demonstrates a solution for 

fingerprints verification. 

5.1 Choice of tools 

During the last few years a lot of manufacturers started to provide a specialized 

Software Development Kits (SDK) that are targeted exactly for supporting developer's 

projects in the area of fingerprints recognition. Most of them are commercial and 

oriented for professional projects but Verifinger SDK has a free version. This 

development kit is the choice for a large number of researchers especially for academic 

research projects. It contents the main procedures used for fingerprint verification. The 

provided libraries can be easily integrated into the Microsoft Visual Studio 

environment. It has detailed documentation and tutorials, sample source codes and 

although it is a free version, the manufacturer provides support and answers all the 

questions and issues of the developers. The most important advantage is that this SDK 

support a large number of sensors, including the available for this project AuthenTec 

AES2501. Using this combination Free Fingerprint Verification SDK and Microsoft 

Visual Studio allows this project to easily grow up in the future into a custom 

standalone application for computer log on, for example and to be up to date with the 

current techniques in the area of the fingerprints recognition systems. Additional 

information on the installation process is available in Appendix B. By using this 

alternate, the demonstration is able to show the work for not only basic recognition 

procedures, but also the mechanism of a working automated fingerprints recognition 

system. 

5.2 Fingerprint sensor 

The fingerprints sensor used in the sample is AuthenTec AES2501. According to the 

information given from the company it is the industry's most proven and flexible sensor 

combining advanced security and touch-powered features. Of course we should be 

aware that this is probably not the absolute truth since every manufacturer says the same 

for its products. In Chapter 3 additional attention was paid on the sweep-based 

techniques and it was said that in fact this type of sensors really provide better security 

than the other ones because no latent fingerprints are left on the surface. It was the 

choice for more than one million biometric notebooks, tablets, PC peripherals 

worldwide, so this sensor is supposed to be a successful solution. 

It uses its own technology for getting the image called TruePrint. The matching 

algorithm TrueMatch runs on a high-performance host processor. It provides industry's 

most up-to-date solutions and balance in the enrolling, verifying and rejecting 

performance (false accept/false reject), but it also enables the usage of third-part 

extractors and matchers, so it is appropriate for this project, because allows the usage of 

the solutions provided by the Free Fingerprint Verification SDK. This sensor is a low 

power device and it is fed throughout the USB interface. As it was mentioned in 

Chapter 3 sensor surface coating is very important to protect the sensitive elements from 

destructive impacts. This sensor has a coating that is hard enough to provide advanced 

durability. Its low power consumption, very small size and cheap price, allows it to be 

built into various of devices. 
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5.2.1 Technical specifications of AES2501 

These are the specifications of the AuthenTec AES2501 sensor as given from the 

manufacturer documentation: 

 

High performance features Advanced security 

 Integrated USB interface 

 AuthenTec or third party matchers 

 Scroll-wheel navigation 

Small Form Factor  48 Ball Grid Array (BGA) 

 13.8 mm x 5 mm x 1.3 mm 

Robust packaging  Scratch and impact resistant 

 Ultra hard surface coating withstands 

greater than 10 million rubs 

 RoHS compliant / Lead free 

Detection Matrix 192 x 16 pixels @ 500 ppi 

 9.75 mm x.081 mm array size 

Universal Serial Bus Interface USB 1.1/2.0 full speed 

Operating Voltage Range 3.0 V-3.6 V 

Commercial Temperature Range 0C to +70C 

Current Consumption @ 3.3V Low power USB device 

 50 mA Imaging 

 25 mA in scroll wheel mode 

 395 uA in selective suspend 

ESD Resistance IEC 61000-4-2 Level 4 (+/- 15KV) 

Supported Operating Systems Microsoft Windows Vista and XP 

 Linux 

 

Table 5.1 Technical Specifications of the AuthenTec2501 sensor, [16]. 

5.2.2 Integrated Fingerprint Module 2501 scheme 

Fig. 5.1 illustrates some blocks in the integrated fingerprint module. The Clock Support 

Circuitry is responsible for the working frequency of the sensor. The Power Control 

Circuitry provides intelligent management of the power in the different operational 

modes. 
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5.3 Free Fingerprint Verification SDK. 

There are two versions of the SDK – free and commercial. They use the same 

algorithms and the only difference between them is that the commercial one is able to 

perform identification task one- to- many comparison and support large number of 

fingerprints. 

The Free Fingerprint Verification SDK is restricted to up to 10 fingers but this fully 

covers the requirements of this project. The version of the product is 1.0.0.1 and it is 

one of the newest available solutions today – it is released on 2008-12-16. It is a free 

software component intended to be used from software developers who wants to add 

fingerprints verification functionality in their own applications. Free Fingerprint 

Verification SDK supports various of sensors including AES2501 and is able to perform 

comparison between a real-time scanned fingerprint representation and another 

fingerprint stored in an internal database. It is also able to perform quality check in 

order to accept only good quality fingerprint images. The main purpose is to be used in 

logon solutions, but fingerprint verification has so many applications so it is not 

restricted only to this. 

5.3.1 System Requirements 

To be able to use the Free Fingerprint Verification SDK the following minimum 

requirements must be covered: 

 Computer with x86 compatible processor running on 1 GHz or better. 

 Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista operating system 

 Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer 

 A fingerprint scanner that is supported by Free Fingerprint Verification SDK. 

For the release the following configuration is used: 

 Computer with Intel Core Duo processor running on 1.5 GHz 

 Microsoft Windows Vista 

 Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 

Fig. 5.1 Integrated Fingerprint Module AES2501, [17]. 
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 AuthenTec AES2501 sensor supported by the Free Fingerprint Verification 

SDK 

So the available resources are enough for using the SDK and cover the requirements of 

the manufacturer. 

5.4 Mechanism of the program 

The sample program demonstrates how the verification process works. It is based on the 

samples given by the manufacturer in the tutorials and documentation. The fingerprint 

recognition algorithms are implemented in the functions of the SDK. Fingerprint 

verification is a complex problem involving most of the procedures for fingerprints 

recognition. 

5.4.1 Verification process 

Every fingerprints verification system contents two main blocks – enrollment block and 

verification block. 

The enrollment process starts with setting up a username, signing in into the 

database, and then putting the finger into the sensor. Then the sensor sends the acquired 

fingerprint into the enrollment module. First, the quality checker analyses the image and 

if the quality does not meet the requirements the process start again. If it is with 

acceptable quality then the fingerprint representation goes into the feature extractor 

block. When the minutiae points are extracted they are sent into the quality checker, for 

removing false minutiae points and then the matrix with minutiae representation is 

saved into the system database. With this the enrollment process is over and the system 

is ready to be used. 

For the usage the verification block is involved. The process starts from the Control 

Panel again. The user enters the username and sends it into the database. Then the 

fingerprint image is taken by the sensor, but this time it goes into the verification 

module. Inside the verification module, it first enters the Feature Extractor Block and 

when the features are extracted they are sent into the Feature Matcher. At the same time, 

the Feature Matcher has already loaded the template representation acquired from the 

database by specifying the username. The last step is performed by the Feature Matcher 

which compares the input and template images and gives a matching score. Depending 

on the matching threshold the output is 1 or 0, MATCHED or NON-MATCHED. This 

process is shown on the block scheme in Fig. 5.2: 
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Fig. 5.2 Block scheme of the verification process, [3]. 

5.4.2 Software release 

The demonstration program is written in Visual C++. All the procedures involved in the 

verification process discussed in Section 5.5.1 consist implemented in the fingerprint 

verification library Nfvv.dll.lib. First, when starting, the user must select the used 

sensor. There are various of drivers supported but in this case only the AES2501 driver 

is left. Since the sample use only one sensor the other drivers were removed because 

loading all of them slow down the performance and sometimes there are conflicts 

between them. The manufacturer‟s support team recommended this step by reviewing 

the problem. Because the program has only demonstration and testing purposes, the 

sensor is choosen automatically, the database with the fingerprints is set up by default 

and no password is required. The text file with the user infromation is also set up 

automatically. 

The main windows contents a picture box for previewing the fingerprints images. In 

the right side there is a list box that shows the users. 

To enroll a new user the button ”Enroll” must be clicked. The user writes the name 

in the text box and clicks the OK button. This activate the sensor and it starts listening 

for fingerprint input. After a properly sweeping the finger through the sensor the image 

is taken and saved into a database. The fingerprint representation is saved into the 

FingerprintDB.CppSample.dat file and the user id is saved into the 

UserDB.CppSample.txt file. The key field that connects the two databases is the user 

ID. After enrolling the username appears in the users list box. The sensors is active for a 

predefined time. This is called timeout and specifies the time in milliseconds. After 

expiring the fingerprint sensor stops listening for input, because the finger was removed 

from the sensor for longer than the specified timeout milliseconds. The variable 

m_iEnrollTimeout is set to 3000 milliseconds, because this timeout gave the best 

results. If no fingerprint is taken the procedure must start again. 

When clicking the settings button, a dialog box apper and from there could be set up 

values for the image quality threshold. The quality threshold is the parameter that 

defines the fingerprint image quality. The threshold should be in a range [ 0 to 255 ]. 

255 is the highest threshold and only good quality images will be accepted. The average 
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performance could be achieved with threshold with value arround 100. The values that 

respond to the quality of the images as defined from the manufacturer are : 

[0  99]- low quality imaged ; 

[100 199]- medium quality images ; 

[200 255]- high quality images ; 

But it is difficult to represent such property in such scale from 0 to 255. Some authors 

[2] suggest using a scale from 0 to 1. This program was set to represent the image 

quality in the scale from 0 to 100. The choice of the scale is individual and the main 

purpose is to be understood easier. The default value for the image quality is set to 50, 

because this is the average value. By choosing the average value, an average 

performance will be achieved. The enrollment process highly depends on the quality 

threshold. While testing, lower values were set. With setting the lowest 0 value, the 

number of the accepted images was increased, but after that it was difficult to verify 

them. With 100 value it was almost impossible to enroll a user. The results verified the 

opinion that the average value of 50 is the optimal for the system performance, with 

balance between the image quality and acceptance. 

The database could be erased by clicking the button”Clear database”. This action 

removes all the usernames and fingerprints representations. By clicking the”Remove 

user” button only the selected user from the list box is erased from the database. By 

double clicking the selected user a dialog box apear that shows the fingerprint 

represntation. These functions can be used when an image needs to be replaced with a 

new one. 

The verification procedure starts when selecting a user from the listbox and clicking 

the ”Verify” button. Then the sensor is activated and starts listening for input. The 

listening mode proceed until the timeout value is reached. When the fingerprint is 

captured the verify thread calculates the score. The matching threshold determines if the 

score is enough for verifying. The matching procedure highly depends on the predefined 

threshold. The matching threshold is another parameter than can be modified. It 

determines the minimum similarity that is required for two fingerprints representations 

to be matched. The matching threshold should be selected according to the system 

requirements. For average performance achievement 48 is the recommended value 

(from the manufacturer). The sample program is set with only three possible options for 

the matching threshold with FAR 0.1%, 0.001% and 0.0001%. For the testing purposes 

it was necessary to add all the possibilities including 100% FAR. 

Table 5.2 shows the correspondence between the matching threshold value and the 

False Acceptance Rate as given from the manufacturer: 

 

FAR (False Acceptance rate) Matching Threshold 

100 % 0 

10 % 12 

1 % 24 

0.1 % 36 

0.01 % 48 

0.001 % 60 

0.0001% 72 

0.00001 % 84 

0.000001 % 96 

 

Table 5.2 Matching threshold and FAR 
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The test showed that when setting a 0.000001% FAR, it was impossible to verify a 

finger. Such high degree of matching is difficultly achieved in the practice, because the 

probability the template representation to be the same with the real-time acquired image 

is too small. Especially in this type of sensors the user could locate its finger in different 

horizontal position every time, so this could affect the image representation. The results 

were the same with the 0.00001% and the 0.0001% values. With the 0.001% and 0.01% 

it was still difficult to verify a finger, but after several tries the verification was 

successful. FAR of 0.1% gave the most acceptable results. The verification was 

successful almost from the first try, but sometimes the user was rejected from the 

system. Interesting situation is when setting the values to 1%, 10% or even 100%. The 

matching threshold is so low, so another user could be verified instead of the enrolled 

one. The reason is that any matching score greater than the threshold 0 is marked as 

successful. This means that at least one minutia pair is need for verification. In the cases 

when the system did not find any minutia pairs the fingerprints did not match even in 

the FAR of 100%, because the matching score was 0. 
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6 Conclusion 

This work introduced the basic techniques for fingerprints recognition. A preview was 

made on the biometrics and fingerprints at all, the main definitions and problems were 

shown, the most common procedures involved in the fingerprints recognition were 

discussed and sample program demonstration and testing was made using one of the 

most up-to-date solutions available today. 

Fingerprints recognition is a very wide research area. It is not a task that can be 

solved using predefined methods or algorithms. Although it is an old problem in which 

solving a lot of people and organizations were involved throughout the years, there are 

still not established universal rules how to recognize fingerprints. All the methods and 

procedures that are used are just suggestions which testing results were acceptable 

enough to be applied in the practice. Every application has its own requirements, and 

which methods to use, whether to use them or not, and how to combine them depends 

only on the decision of the developer and his personal experience in this area. The 

testing results showed that the parameters cannot be predefined and some adjustment 

needs to be done based on previous experience or by using some experiments. So as a 

conclusion it could be said that the main approach in the fingerprints recognition is the 

heuristic approach. Heuristic means that for solving the problem are used experience-

based techniques. The definition of heuristic given in [22] is: “Heuristic method is 

particularly used to rapidly come to a solution that is hoped to be close to the best 

possible answer, or optimal solution. Heuristics are “rules of thumb”, educated guesses, 

intuitive judgments or simply common sense.” Most of the approaches discussed in this 

work were defined not as being the best, the only one, but as being “most commonly 

used” or “most efficient”. 

6.1 Future Work 

This project introduced only the basic part of the available methods for fingerprints 

recognition. Future work on the topic could involve other advanced methods and 

approaches. Some analysis and statistics could be done using the Matlab system and the 

integrated image recognition toolboxes. Implementing artificial neural networks gives 

elegant solutions for a lot of the fingerprints recognition problems. Extracting minutiae 

features could be easily released by even the most simple neural network model– the 

perceptron. 

On the other side, the sample program could grow up into a custom computer log on 

application or other functionalities to be added. 
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Appendix A 

Fingerprints Recognition Standards 

Here is some additional information about the international standards for fingerprint 

recognition. The following descriptions are given from the National Science and 

Technology Council (NSTC) document [19]: 

 

ANSI/INCITS 378-2004  

Finger Minutiae Format for Data Interchange – This standard defines a method of 

representing fingerprint information using concept of minutiae. It defines the placement 

of the minutiae on a fingerprint, a record format for containing the minutiae data, and 

optional extensions for ridge and core/delta information. 

 

ANSI/INCITS 381-2004 

 Finger Image Based Data Interchange Format – This standard specifies an interchange 

format for the exchange of image-based fingerprint and palm print recognition data. It 

defines the content, format, and units of measurement for such information. This 

standard is intended for those identification and verification applications that require the 

use of raw or processed image data containing detailed pixel information. 

 

ANSI/INCITS 377-2004 

 Finger Pattern Based Interchange Format – This standard specifies an interchange 

format for exchange of pattern-based fingerprint recognition data. It describes the 

conversion of a raw fingerprint image to a cropped and down-sampled finger pattern 

followed by the cellular representation of the finger pattern image to create the finger-

pattern interchange data. 

 

ISO/IEC 19794-2 

 Finger Minutiae Format for Data Interchange – This standard describes how minutiae 

points shall be determined, defines data formats for containing the data for general and 

smart card use, and details conformance information. Guidelines and values for 

matching and decision parameters are provided as an informative Annex. The standard 

defines three types of minutiae, including ridge ending and ridge bifurcation. The 

adopted minutiae determination strategy relies on skeleton derived from a digital 

fingerprint image. 

 

ISO/IEC FCD 197494-3 and ISO/IEC 19794-4  

Finger Pattern Based Interchange Format and Finger Image Based Interchanged format 

respectively. Additional information could be found on the web site of the organization 

http://www.iso.org. 

 

FBI-WSQ 

One of the fundamental standards in the fingerprint recognition is the FBI-WSQ 

FBI-WSQ (Wavelet Scalar Quantization) Fingerprint Image Compression – WSQ is a 

lossy compression that is able to preserve the high resolution details of gray scale 

images that are usually discarded by other lossy compression algorithms. It achieves 

high compression ratio, on average 15:1 depending on parameters. 
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Appendix B 

Sample program tutorial 

How to use the program: 

 

To Enroll: 
1. Click Enroll button 

2. Write a username and click OK 

3. Sweep your finger through the sensor.* 

 

To Verify: 
1. Select username from the list box. 

2. Click Verify button. 

3. Sweep your finger through the sensor.* 

 

*Be sure that the fingerprint sensor is clean and you are sweeping your finger with 

appropriate speed. Too slow or too fast sweeping do not work. 

 

Installation: 

The sample requires properly installed SDK libraries and sensor drivers otherwise, it 

will not work. After setting up the SDK, in the install folder there is a directory 

„Fingerprints Scanners‟. In the „AuthenTec AES2501‟ directory is available the driver 

that must be installed. After installation it must be checked that the file 

FPSmmAuthentec2501.dll consist in the \FFV SDK\bin\Win32_x86\fpsmm directory. 
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